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Preface

This report has been done as a part of the research work of the Smart Grids and Energy Market
(SGEM) research programme. The report relates to the task 1.2 “Migration scenarios towards future Smart Grids” of the workpackage WP1 “1 Role of electricity, Drivers for Smart Grids and Energy Market Development”.
The questions of questionnaire was determined in workshops in co-operation of the working group
costing of Peter Söderström (Vattenfall), Per Petersson (Vattenfall), Jani Valtari (ABB), Dick Kronman (ABB), Seppo Yrjölä (NSN), Timo Knuutila (NSN), Atte Länsisalmi (NSN), Pekka Wirtanen
(NSN), Robert Weiss (VTT), Jarmo Partanen (LUT), Pekka Verho (TUT), Sami Repo (TUT) and
Pertti Järventausta (TUT).
The questionnaire was realised during the autumn of 2011. The questionnaire was distributed to all
SGEM members as well as for stakeholders outside the SGEM project in order to have comprehensive results.
This report is a summary of the responses. Roadmaps presented here are based on the results of
the questionnaire. Commendation to all the respondents who have made this RoadMap work possible.
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1

Questionnaire for the Smart Grids Roadmap

During autumn 2011 SGEM WP 1.1 made a questionnaire survey in order to update the Smart
Grids Roadmap. This report presents the questionnaire and results of the study and creates a basis for the new roadmap. The questionnaire was distributed to all SGEM members as well as for
stakeholders outside the SGEM project in order to have comprehensive results.
The questionnaire has been carried out by taking into consideration the Nordic Market perspective
as well as Continental European Market perspective. The idea is to recognize the differences between these two market areas and to create a vision of Smart Grid development at Nordic and
Continental European market areas.

1.1

Questionnaire structure

The questionnaire has been divided into four different perspectives: Technology, Electricity Market,
End-user and Smart Grid development perspectives. In this report, the different perspectives have
been introduced and the results of the questionnaire have been analysed in order to create the
new roadmap for Smart Grids development in the future.
Below there are the questions related to the different perspectives of the questionnaire. The questions that have been distributed to all the stakeholders of this research have been introduced at the
end of this report found at appendix 1 – Questionnaire questions. The results of this report are
based on analysing the data collected from the respondents considering the specific questions.
The objective of this study is to create a new updated roadmap for the near future, considering
different aspects related to Smart Grid development. The timeline used in the new roadmap as well
as in the questionnaire is:
-2013

2014-2016

2017-2019

2020 ->

“never”

The respondents were asked to answer when they believe the phenomenon mentioned in question
is a natural option among power utilities at the latest.

1.1.1 Technology Perspective
Technology perspective has been divided into different aspects related to Smart Grids technology.
There are sections concerning primary technology used in distribution networks, technology related
to network operation and planning and technology related to network IT and ICT systems. The
specific questions have been introduced at the appendix pages found at the end of the report.
Later in this report, there can be found a specific roadmap considering technology development
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1.1.2 Smart Grid development
This section of the study has an intention to prioritize the different aspects related to Smart Grid
development. The division has been made between preconditions and consequences related to
Smart Grids. It is vital to recognize the most important aspects of Smart Grids development in a
certain market area and therefore this evaluation has been carried out. The specific questions related to the prioritization have been introduced at the appendix pages found at the end of the report. Later in this report, a specific roadmap considering Smart Grid development prioritization can
be found.

1.1.3 Electricity Market Perspective
This section has been divided into different aspects related to electricity market development.
These sections are demand side management, market development and market services. There
are also some general questions related to market perspective. The specific questions have been
introduced at the appendix pages found at the end of the report. Later in this report, a specific
roadmap considering electricity market development as a part of Smart Grids development can be
found.

1.1.4 End-user Perspective
This section has been divided into different aspects related to network end-users and this perspective is quite strongly related to both technology and market perspectives as well. The specific sections are quality of service and demand response, DG production and electric vehicles and energy
efficiency and sustainability. The specific questions have been introduced at the appendix pages
found at the end of the report. Later in this report, a specific roadmap considering the end-user
perspective development as a part of Smart Grid development can be found.

1.2

Analysis of the respondents

This chapter presents the analysis carried out related to the data collected from the respondents.
There are analyses related to the background of the respondents as well as analyses related to the
market area, where the respondent acts or operates mostly. The background of the respondents
clearly affects the results of this type of questionnaire and therefore the division between different
types of backgrounds should be as versatile as possible.
It is notable in this questionnaire, that most of the respondents in this query are coming from the
Nordic market area and it should be remembered that the results reflect quite strongly the vision of
the actors in the Nordic countries.
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1.2.1 Technology and Smart Grid development
There are totally 122 respondents, which have answered to the part of the questionnaire that is
dealing with technology and Smart Grid development (prioritization) perspectives. Background of
the respondents can be seen from the figure above. Like the figure shows, most of the respondents have knowledge/experience as researchers, mostly in universities. The rest of the respondents represent management and marketing background from ICT sector, technology provider
sector and DSOs/TSOs sector.

Below there is a figure that shows the division of the respondents based on the market area they
are mostly acting or operating. Like the figure shows, most of the answerers are acting within the
Nordic market area, some are working on both Nordic and Continental European market areas and
just few of them act purely at the Continental European market area.

1.2.2 Electricity market and end-user perspectives
There are totally 102 respondents, which have answered to the part of the questionnaire that is
dealing with electricity market and end-user perspectives. Background of the respondents can be
seen from the figure above. Like the figure shows, most of the respondents have knowledge/experience as researchers, mostly in universities. The rest of the respondents represent
management and marketing background from ICT sector, technology provider sector and
DSOs/TSOs sector.
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Below there is a figure that shows the division of the respondents based on the market area they
are mostly acting or operating. Like the figure shows, most of the answerers are acting within the
Nordic market area, some are working on both Nordic and Continental European market areas and
just few of them act purely at the Continental European market area.
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2

Overview of Smart Grids Roadmap

This chapter presents the main results and the Smart Grids Roadmap based on the responses of
the questionnaire. Appendices 1-5 include the questions, responses and their analysis in more
detailed. Chapters 3 and 4 describe how the Roadmaps of each perspective have been created.
In general Smart Grid has two main functions:
• enabler of energy-efficient and environmentally friendly energy market, which means
e.g. interactive customer interface, integration of active resources, demand response, common market models and comprehensive ICT solutions
• critical infrastructure of society, which includes e.g. fault management methods, major
disturbance management, self-healing networks, island operation and microgrids
The both aspects have included in the questionnaire and Roadmaps created by the responses.
The Figure 2.1 proposes the combined Roadmap for the Nordic market including all three perspectives (i.e technology, market and end-user) in the same figure.
European level electricity market implemented
DG has a great impact on market price and on management of power balance
Charging infrastructure for EVs widely deployed

Smart Grids
in the Nordic
Market

Large-scale energy storages deployed in MV/LV networks
EV batteries used as energy storages or energy sources in the grid
Private customers acting on balance power market

Renewable energy (wind, solar ) exceed 15% limit of total average generation

Residential electricity heating controlled directly by retailers

DC distribution technically and economically viable solution in MV/ LV networks on large scale

Significant portion of customers use a demand response service

Fault locating, isolation and restoration fully automated without control room intervention

Over 5% of customers deploy small-scale generation in their premises

Local island operation technically and practically feasible

Customers have an uninterruptible power supply by local energy storages

2020 ->
2019
Price signals seen and reacted in "real-time" by all market participants

First energy communities created

Feed-in-tariff or green certificate for small-scale renewable generation for anyone available
Full controllability of LV network through Smart Meters or advanced equipment in MV/LV substations
Fast two-way communication infrastructure available for advanced monitoring and protection
New MV networks constructed by utilizing mostly different kind of cabling methods
"Condition based maintenance" widely used method for network assets
FACTS-devices (STATCOM, SVC etc.) utilized in MV networks
Voltage and VAR regulation deployed in both MV and LV networks
Standard solution (e.g. CIM) adapted in IT-system integration
"Real-time" collection and analysis of Smart Meter data

2017
2016
Hourly-based tariffs implemented
New incentives in regulation models
IEC-61850 (or similar standard) widely adopted

2014
-2013

Figure 2.1. Roadmap for Nordic market

New constructions are 0-energy buildings (with own production)
Maximum allowed outage time below 6 hours / annum
Home energy management systems in over 20% private homes
Demand (power) based tariffs used for over 5% of private customers
Private customers buy customized energy efficiency services on large scale
DSM widely used by the DSOs
Intelligent customer interface implemented
Energy efficiency requirements (reduced losses) implemented for DSOs
Aggregator commonly used market player besides retailer

CO2 emissions influence on corporate customers choice of energy supply
End-users have good understanding of their energy usage
Over 80% of network customers have access to their hourly consumption reports
Over 80% of customers have Smart meters enabling new ancillary services
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As comparison between Nordic and Continental European market it can be reduces that DG (e.g.
solar power in Germany), EV and energy storage related issues will be deployed in Continental
European market earlier than in Nordic market. Use of AMR for LV network management, ancillary
services, hourly data utilization and hourly tariffs, energy use transparency (customer can study his
own consumption), Home energy management systems, and distribution automation are being or
will be deployed in Nordic market earlier than in Continental European market.

2.1

Technology perspective

Topics related to the technology perspective from the Fig. 2.1 have been presented in the Fig. 2.2.
Renewable energy (wind, solar ) exceed 15% limit of total average
generation

Smart Grids
in the Nordic
Market

DC distribution technically and economically viable solution
in MV/ LV networks on large scale
Fault locating, isolation and restoration fully
automated without control room intervention

Large-scale energy storages
deployed in MV/LV networks

Local island operation technically and practically
feasible

EV batteries used as energy storages or
energy sources in the grid

2020 ->
2019

Fast two-way communication infrastructure available for
advanced monitoring and protection
Full controllability of LV network through Smart
Meters or advanced equipment in MV/LV substations
Standard solution (e.g. CIM) adapted in ITsystem integration
"Real-time" collection and analysis of
Smart Meter data
2017
2016

FACTS-devices (STATCOM, SVC etc.)
utilized in MV networks
Voltage and VAR regulation deployed in
both MV and LV networks
"Condition based maintenance" widely used
method for network assets

New MV networks constructed by utilizing mostly
different kind of cabling methods

IEC-61850 (or similar standard)
widely adopted
2014
-2013

Figure 2.2. Roadmap for Nordic market from technology perspective
IEC-61850 adaption is only topic which has been seen to be realised in time-period of 2014-2016.
The relatively fast/early adoption of IEC-61850 standard can be assumed to relate to standard requirements for new builds or re-investments in infrastructure. Thus, the timeframe regarding when
the benefits of the standard can be assumed to be widely operatively adopted is depended on the
pace of re-investments.
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2.2

Electricity market perspective

Topics related to the technology perspective from the Fig. 2.1 have been presented in the Fig. 2.3.

European level electricity market implemented

Smart Grids
in the Nordic
Market

DG has a great impact on market price and on
management of power balance
Charging infrastructure for EVs widely deployed
2020 ->
2019

Price signals seen and reacted in "real-time" by all
market participants
Feed-in-tariff or green certificate for small-scale
renewable generation for anyone available
Intelligent customer interface
implemented
DSM widely used by the DSOs

Aggregator commonly used market player
besides retailer
Energy efficiency requirements (reduced losses)
implemented for DSOs

2017
2016

Hourly-based tariffs implemented
New incentives in regulation models

Over 80% of customers have Smart meters enabling
new ancillary services

2014
-2013

Figure 2.3. Roadmap for Nordic market from electricity market perspective
The difference in the roadmap between the Nordic and Continental European markets (described
in appendices) is interesting. Continental European power system and power mix would benefit
from Nordic regulatory approach while the Nordic power system and power mix might not create a
price volatility and price level required to fully exploit the opportunities that the regulation in the
Nordic markets facilitate.
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2.3

End-user perspective

Topics related to the technology perspective from the Fig. 2.1 have been presented in the Fig. 2.4.
This section show how the respondents expect end-user services to develop. This is not the same
as conscious end-user demands since end-users is not addressed in the survey.

Smart Grids
in the Nordic
Market

Significant portion of customers use a demand response
service
Over 5% of customers deploy small-scale generation in
their premises
Customers have an uninterruptible power supply
by local energy storages
2020 ->
2019

Home energy management systems in over 20%
private homes
Demand (power) based tariffs used for over
5% of private customers
Private customers buy customized energy
efficiency services on large scale
2017
2016

Over 80% of customers have access to
their hourly consumption reports

Private customers acting on
balance power market
Residential electricity heating controlled
directly by retailers

First energy communities created
New constructions are 0-energy buildings
(with own production)
Maximum allowed outage time below 6 hours /
annum

CO2 emissions influence on corporate customers
choice of energy supply
End-users have good understanding of their energy usage

2014
-2013

Figure 2.4. Roadmap for Nordic market from end-user perspective
In general the development to offer information on electricity consumption and ancillary services is
faster in the Nordic region due to regulatory conditions. The end-users financial driver for these
services is not studied in this survey but general price level and price volatility of electricity imply
that these drivers might be lower in the Nordic than corresponding drivers in Continental Europe.
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2.4
Development and prioritization in the Nordic and Continental
European market
There were also questions related to preconditions and benefits of Smart Grids and prioritization of
them. The summary of the results have been illustrated in figures 2.5 and 2.6 relating to the nordic
and continental European market.
The respondents score “Automation and advaced technology” and “IT and communication system”
as the most important aspects for both the Nordic and the Continental markets. But “DG
connections and grid access” and “ Network capacity” are scored differently when comparing the
figures 2.4 and 2.5. “Electric vehicle infrastructure development…” are obviously considered least
imporatant on both markets.
preconditions

benefits

Importance of the aspect

high

low

5

Automation and advanced technology (AMRs,
advanced relays, remotely controlled grid
elements etc.)

Distribution reliability (power system stability,
SAIFI, MAIFI, interruption costs etc.)

4

IT and communication system (two-way
communication, standards, data quality,
system level integrations etc.)

Energy efficiency (technical losses, energy
efficiency services, consumption monitoring
etc.)

3

DG connections and grid access (connection
time, DG interconnection policy, "prosumer"
possibility etc.)

Sustainable development (carbon free energy
sources, environmental impact of the network,
reduction of risks in grid operation etc.)

2

Network capacity (grid capacity, RES-DG hosting
capacity, HV/MV transformer capacity etc.)

Consumer awareness and customer
participation (DSM and DR, advanced
tariffs, "prosumers" etc.)

1

Electric vehicle infrastructure development,
hosting capacity for/of EVs, EV charging load
handling

Power quality (voltage quality performance
of the network infrastructure etc.)

Figure 2.5. Prioritization of preconditions and consequences in the development of Smart Grids in
the Nordic market
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preconditions

Importance of the aspect

high

5

Automation and advanced technology (AMRs,
advanced relays, remotely controlled grid
elements etc.)

Distribution reliability (power system stability,
SAIFI, MAIFI, interruption costs etc.)

4

IT and communication system (two-way
communication, standards, data quality,
system level integrations etc.)

Power quality (voltage quality performance
of the network infrastructure etc.)

3

Network capacity (grid capacity, RES-DG
hosting capacity, HV/MV transformer
capacity etc.)

Energy efficiency (technical losses, energy
efficiency services, consumption monitoring
etc.)

2

DG connections and grid access
(connection time, DG interconnection
policy, "prosumer" possibility etc.)

Sustainable development (carbon free energy
sources, environmental impact of the network,
reduction of risks in grid operation etc.)

1

Electric vehicle infrastructure development,
hosting capacity for/of EVs, EV charging load
handling

Consumer awareness and customer
participation (DSM and DR, advanced
tariffs, "prosumers" etc.)

low

Figure 2.6. Prioritization of preconditions and consequences in the development of Smart Grids in
the Continental European market
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3

Creating the Roadmap

Based on the responses of the questionnaire presented in the appendix 1, the roadmap can be
outlined by arranging the different aspects of the questionnaire on a timeline. In this chapter, the
aspects have been arranged by using tables. Below, all the aspects are collected under a certain
time period, based on the questionnaire results. The most likely option, which has been selected
by the respondents, has been chosen from the results. There questions of the questionnaire have
also been changed into statements in a way that they are suitable to be used in the Smart Grid
roadmap.

3.1

Realized before year 2013

3.1.1 Nordic Market
Based on the results of the questionnaire, there are no aspects likely to be realized before 2013 at
the Nordic market area.

3.1.2 Continental European Market
Continental European Market -2013
EVs as status symbols

3.2

Realized between years 2014 – 2016

3.2.1 Nordic Market
Nordic Market between 2014-2016
IEC-61850 (or similar standard) widely adopted
Hourly-based tariffs implemented
Over 80% of customers have Smart meters enabling new ancillary services
New incentives in regulation models
Over 80% of network customers have access to their hourly consumption reports
End-users have good understanding of their energy usage
CO2 emissions influence on corporate customers choice of energy supply
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3.2.2 Continental European Market
Continental European Market between 2014-2016
DG has a great impact on market price and on management of power balance
Corporate customers buy customized energy efficiency services on large scale
CO2 emissions influence on corporate customers choice of energy supply

3.3

Realized between years 2017 – 2019

3.3.1 Nordic Market
Nordic Market between 2017-2019
FACTS-devices (STATCOM, SVC etc.) utilized in MV networks
Possibility to update additional functionalities to MV substations
New MV networks constructed by utilizing mostly different kind of cabling methods
Network protection & control is adaptive along the whole network
Full controllability of LV network through Smart Meters or advanced equipment in the secondary
substations
"Condition based maintenance" widely used method for network assets
"Real-time" collection and analysis of Smart Meter data
Voltage and VAR regulation deployed in both MV and LV networks
Dynamic line ratings used in MV networks
Two-way communication infrastructure available allowing advanced monitoring
Fast two-way communication available allowing communication based protection schemes in MV
grid
DSO's control centre systems integrated with service companies
Standard solution (e.g. CIM) adapted in IT-system integration
DSM widely used by the DSOs
DR having great impact on market price and power balance management
Customer interface enabling the control of customer owned active resources making possible DR
and power flow management
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Price signals seen and reacted in "real-time" by all market participants
Aggregator commonly used market player besides retailer
Feed-in-tariff or green certificate for small-scale renewable generation for anyone available
Energy efficiency requirements (reduced losses) implemented for DSOs
Regional requirements on power balance management and power quality
Maximum allowed outage time below 6 hours / annum
Electricity consumers get financial benefit based on DR
"Home energy management systems" implemented in over 20% private homes
ToU -tariffs (day and night or similar) increase again
Demand (power) based tariffs used for over 5% of private customers
EVs as status symbols
Private customers buy customized energy efficiency services on large scale
Corporate customers buy customized energy efficiency services on large scale
New constructions are zero energy buildings (with own production)
First energy communities created
CO2 emissions influence on private customers choice of energy supply

3.3.2 Continental European Market
Continental European Market between 2017-2019
Renewable energy production (intermittent generation e.g. wind power, solar energy) exceed 15%
limit of the total average generation
Possibility to update additional functionalities to MV substations
Network protection & control is adaptive along the whole network
Full observability and controllability of LV network through Smart Meters or advanced equipment in
the secondary substations
"Real-time" collection and analysis of Smart Meter data
Voltage and VAR regulation deployed in both MV and LV networks
Intelligent charging of EVs or PHEVs to support network management
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Two-way communication infrastructure available allowing advanced monitoring
DSO's control centre information systems integrated with service companies in "real-time"
IEC-61850 (or similar standard) widely adopted
Standard solution (e.g. CIM) adapted in IT-system integration
DR having great impact on market price and power balance management
Customer interface enabling the control of customer owned active resources making possible DR
and power flow management
Hourly-based tariffs implemented
Aggregator a commonly used market player besides retailer
Electricity consumption of residential customers decreasing
Feed-in-tariff or green certificate for small-scale renewable generation for anyone be available
New incentives in regulation models
Energy efficiency requirements (reduced losses) implemented for DSOs
Regional requirements on power balance management and power quality
Electricity consumers get financial benefit based on DR
ToU -tariffs (day and night or similar) increase again
More than 5% of customers having small-scale generation deployed in their premises
Demand (power) based tariffs used for over 5% of private customers
First energy communities created
End-users have good understanding of their energy usage
CO2 emissions influence on private customers choice of energy supply

3.4

Realized after year 2020

3.4.1 Nordic Market
Nordic Market after 2020
Large-scale energy storages deployed in MV/LV networks
Renewable energy production (intermittent generation e.g. wind power, solar energy) exceed 15%
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limit of the total average generation
DC distribution technically and economically viable solution in MV/ LV networks on large scale
Fault locating, isolation and restoration fully automated without control room intervention
Local island operation technically and practically feasible
Intelligent charging of EVs or PHEVs used to support network management
EV batteries used as energy storages or energy sources in the grid
Voltage quality in LV networks or in customer interfaces managed by the DSOs and customers
together (by power electronics etc.)
Home energy management / home automation / building automation is standard equipment in new
constructions
"Cloud computing" applied in distribution network management
Electricity equipment has individual IP- number and local embedded intelligence
DG has a great impact on market price and on management of power balance
European level electricity market implemented
Market simulation tools used for grid planning and real-time system security on European level
Electricity consumption of industrial customers decreases
Electricity consumption of residential customers decreases
Distribution network as market place offering flexible interface for customers to buy or sell electrical
energy and commercial and technical services for all market participants
Charging infrastructure for EVs widely deployed
Customers can have an uninterruptible power supply (i.e. local energy storages)
Significant portion of network customers use a demand response service or product
Significant amount of heat pumps respond to electricity prices
Residential electricity heating directly controlled by retailers
More than 5% of customers having small-scale generation deployed in their premises
Private customers acting on balance power market exposing to real-time prices
EVs become a realistic alternative for private customers
End-users having possibility to use EVs as an energy storage in their premises
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3.4.2 Continental European Market
Continental European Market after 2020
DSO's control centre information systems integrated with service companies in "real-time"
Large-scale energy storages deployed in MV/LV networks
FACTS-devices (STATCOM, SVC etc.) utilized in MV networks
DC distribution technically and economically viable solution in MV/ LV networks on large scale
New MV networks constructed by utilizing mostly different kind of cabling methods
Fault locating, isolation and restoration fully automated without control room intervention
Local island operation technically and practically feasible
"Condition based maintenance" widely used method for network assets
Dynamic line ratings used in MV networks
EV batteries used as energy storages or energy sources in the grid
Voltage quality in LV networks or in customer interfaces managed by the DSOs and customers
together (by power electronics etc.)
Fast two-way communication available allowing communication based protection schemes in MV
grid
Home energy management / home automation / building automation is standard equipment in new
constructions
"Cloud computing" applied in distribution network management
Electricity equipment has individual IP- number and local embedded intelligence
DSM widely used by the DSOs
Price signals seen and reacted in "real-time" by all market participants
European level electricity market implemented
Market simulation tools used for grid planning and real-time system security on European level
Electricity consumption of industrial customers decreases
Distribution network as market place offering flexible interface for customers to buy or sell electrical
energy and commercial and technical services for all market participants
Over 80% of customers have Smart meters enabling new ancillary services
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Charging infrastructure for EVs widely deployed
Maximum allowed outage time below 6 hours / annum
Customers can have an uninterruptible power supply (i.e. local energy storages)
Significant portion of network customers use a demand response service or product
Significant amount of heat pumps respond to electricity prices
Residential electricity heating directly controlled by retailers
"Home energy management systems" implemented in over 20% private homes
Private customers acting on balance power market exposing to real-time prices
EVs become a realistic alternative for private customers
End-users having possibility to use EVs as an energy storage in their premises
Private customers buy customized energy efficiency services on large scale
Over 80% of network customers have access to their hourly consumption reports
New constructions are zero energy buildings (with own production)
Individual person has own CO2 emission balance

3.5

Most likely will never be implemented on large-scale

3.5.1 Nordic Market
Nordic Market "never"
Personal integrity issues a major obstacle for Smart Grids development
Individual person has own CO2 emission balance

3.5.2 Continental European Market
Continental European Market "never"
Personal integrity issues a major obstacle for Smart Grids development
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4

Outlining of Smart Grids Roadmap

The roadmap can now be created by building it from different smaller roadmaps considering the
different aspects of the survey. Below there are some roadmaps related to the different perspectives as well as aspects of this study. Later in this study, the final roadmap has been created from
the case specific roadmaps introduced below by combining them together.

4.1

Technology perspective

4.1.1 Primary Technology

- 24 -

4.1.2 Network operation and planning

- 25 -

4.1.3 IT and ICT

- 26 -

4.2

Electricity market perspective

4.2.1 Demand side management

- 27 -

4.2.2 Market development

- 28 -

4.2.3 Market services

- 29 -

4.2.4 Other aspects

- 30 -

4.3

End-user Perspective

4.3.1 Quality of service and demand response

- 31 -

4.3.2 DG production and electric vehicles

- 32 -

4.3.3 Energy efficiency and sustainability

- 33 -

4.4

Roadmap for Smart Grids

The Smart Grids Roadmap can now be created by combining together the smaller roadmaps presented earlier. The roadmap has been created first in three different parts. First part considers the
technology perspective used in the questionnaire, second part considers electricity market development and the third part is considering end-user perspective. The roadmaps have also been created separately for the Nordic market area and Continental European market areas in order to recognize the differences. The roadmaps have been presented already in chapter 2.
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5

Appendices

5.1

Appendix 1 – Questionnaire questions

Technology perspective
1

Primary technology

1.1

When will large-scale energy storages be deployed in the MV/LV networks?
(with the exception of hydropower)

1.2

When will renewable energy production (intermittent generation e.g. wind
power, solar energy) exceed 15% limit of the total average generation?

1.3

When will FACTS-devices (STATCOM, SVC etc.) be utilized in MV networks
in order to enhance power quality?

1.4

When will DC power distribution be both technically and economically viable
solution in MV or LV networks on large scale?

1.5

When will it be possible to update and dynamically add some additional functionalities (e.g. new protection algorithms, monitoring) to MV substations?

1.6

When will new MV distribution networks be constructed in a way that they are
utilizing mostly different kind of cabling methods?

1.7

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

2

Network operation and planning

2.1

When will fault locating, isolation and restoration be fully automated without
control room intervention? (self-healing grid feature)

2.2

When will local island operation be technically and practically feasible?

2.3

When will network protection & control be adaptive along the whole network?

2.4

When will network operation include full observability and controllability of the
LV network through the Smart Meters or advanced equipment in the secondary substations?
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2.5

When will "condition based maintenance" be a widely used maintenance
method for assets in the network?

2.6

When will "real-time" collection and analysis of Smart Meter data take place
in order to support network functions?

2.7

When will voltage and VAR regulation be deployed in both MV and LV networks? (to support network management)

2.8

When will dynamic line ratings be used in the MV networks?

2.9

When will intelligent charging of EVs or PHEVs used in order to support network management?

2.10

When will EV batteries be used as energy storages or energy sources in the
grid operation?

2.11

When will power quality (voltage quality) in LV networks or in customer interfaces be managed by the DSOs and customers together? (e.g. using power
electronics)

2.12

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

3

IT and ICT

3.1

When will two-way communication infrastructure be available throughout the
whole network allowing advanced monitoring?

3.2

When will fast two-way communication be available throughout the whole
network allowing communication based protection schemes in MV grid?

3.3

When will home energy management / home automation / building automation be standard equipment in new constructions?

3.4

When will DSO's control centre information systems be integrated with service companies (construction, maintenance, market players, aggregators,
etc.) in "real-time" basis in order to improve day-to-day operation?

3.5

When will "cloud computing" be applied in distribution network management?

3.6

When will IEC-61850 (or similar standard) be widely adopted in order to control the increasing amount of DER?

3.7

When there will be a standard solution (e.g. CIM) for the integration of electricity company IT-systems?

3.8

When will all electricity equipment have individual IP- number and local embedded intelligence?

3.9

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.
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Smart Grid development
1

Preconditions

1.1

Automation and advanced technology (AMRs, advanced relays, remotely
controlled grid elements etc.)

1.2

IT and communication system (two-way communication, standards, data
quality, system level integrations etc.)

1.3

Network capacity (grid capacity, RES-DG hosting capacity, HV/MV transformer capacity etc.)

1.4

DG connections and grid access (connection time, DG interconnection policy,
"prosumer" possibility etc.)

1.5

Electric vehicle infrastructure (hosting capacity for/of EVs, infrastructure development, EV charging load handling etc.)

2

Consequences

2.1

Distribution reliability (power system stability, SAIFI, MAIFI, interruption costs
etc.)

2.2

Power quality (voltage quality performance etc.)

2.3

Consumer awareness and customer participation (DSM and DR, advanced
tariffs, "prosumers" etc.)

2.4

Energy efficiency (technical losses, energy efficiency services, consumption
monitoring etc.)

2.5

Sustainable development (carbon free energy sources, environmental impact
of the network, reduction of accidents and risks related to day-to-day grid
operation etc.)

Electricity market perspective
1

Demand side management

1.1

When will demand side management be a widely used method by the DSOs?
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1.2

When will elasticity of demand (demand response) have a great impact on
market price and on management of power balance?

1.3

When will distributed generation have a great impact on market price and on
management of power balance?

1.4

When will customer interface enable the control of customer owned active
resources (load, production, storage, compensation devices, etc.) which
makes possible to realize demand response and to manage power flows in
the supplying network side?

1.5

When will price signals be seen and reacted in "real-time" on all levels by all
market participants?

1.6

When will hourly-based tariffs be implemented?

1.7

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

2

Market development

2.1

When there will be European level electricity market and a common European wide market model?

2.2

When will an aggregator be a commonly used market player besides the retailer?

2.3

When will market simulation tools be used for grid planning and real-time
system security on European level?

2.4

When will electricity consumption of industrial customers start to decrease?

2.5

When will electricity consumption of residential customers start to decrease?

2.6

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

3

Market services

3.1

When will distribution network become a market place which offers flexible
interface for customers to buy or sell electrical energy and commercial and
technical ancillary services for all market participants?

3.2

When will more than 80% of network customers have hourly read Smart Meters enabling new ancillary services?

3.3

When will the charging infrastructure for electric vehicles be widely deployed?

3.4

When will feed-in-tariff or green certificate for small-scale renewable generation for anyone be available?
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3.5

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

4

Other general questions

4.1

When will regulation models include incentives for innovative grid investments and network development?

4.2

When will energy efficiency requirements (reduced losses) be implemented
for the DSOs?

4.3

When will we see regional requirements on power balance management and
power quality?

4.4

When will personal integrity issues be a major obstacle for Smart Grids development?

4.5

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

End-user perspective
1

Quality of service and demand response

1.1

When will the maximum allowed outage time go below 6 hours / annum?

1.2

When will customer have a possibility to choose an uninterruptible power
supply? (i.e. local energy storages)

1.3

When will a significant portion of network customers use a demand response
service or product?

1.4

When will a significant amount of heat pumps respond to electricity prices?

1.5

When will residential electricity heating be directly controlled by retailers and
how will the consumers benefit from that, please answer on the comment box
below?

1.6

When will electricity consumers get financial benefit by lowering their load
based on demand response?

1.7

When will "home energy management systems" be implemented in more
than 20% of the private homes?

1.8

When will time-of-use tariffs (day and night or similar) increase again?

1.9

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

2

DG production and electric vehicles

2.1

When will more than 5% of customers have small-scale generation deployed
in their premises?
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2.2

When will private customers act on the balance power market and thus be
exposed to real-time prices?

2.3

When will demand (power) based tariffs be used by more than 5% of the
private customers?

2.4

When will electric cars be a realistic alternative for private customers?

2.5

When will electrical vehicle be a status symbol?

2.6

When will end-users have possibilities to use the EVs as an energy storages
in their premises?

2.7

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.

3

Energy efficiency and sustainability

3.1

When will private customers buy customized energy efficiency services on
large scale?

3.2

When will corporate customers buy customized energy efficiency services on
large scale?

3.3

When will more than 80% of all network customers have access to their
hourly consumption reports?

3.4

When will new constructions be zero energy buildings (with own production)?

3.5

When will first energy communities be created?

3.6

When will end users have a good understanding of their energy usage and
its economic and environmental impacts?

3.7

When will CO2 emissions influence on private customers choice of energy
supply?

3.8

When will CO2 emissions influence on corporate customers choice of energy
supply?

3.9

When will an individual person have own CO2 emission balance?

3.10

Your own question. Write it down in the comment box below.
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5.2

Appendix 2 – Analysis of responses

This chapter presents the responses collected from the respondents. There are graphs that represent the distribution of the answers among the different alternatives used in this questionnaire.
There is the amount of answers in number as well as in percentage format. There is also a comparison between the Nordic and the Continental European market areas, as the results are presented sequentially.

5.3
Technology perspective – Nordic and Continental European
market
5.3.1 Primary technology
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5.3.2
5.3.3 Network operation and planning
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5.3.4
5.3.5 IT and ICT
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5.4
Electricity market perspective – Nordic and Continental European market
5.4.1 Demand side management
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5.4.2
5.4.3 Market development
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5.4.4 Market services
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5.4.5
5.4.6 Other general questions
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5.5
End-user perspective – Nordic and Continental European
market
5.5.1 Quality of service and demand response
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5.5.2 DG production and electric vehicles
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5.5.3 Energy efficiency and sustainability
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5.6
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5.7
Smart Grid development – Nordic and Continental European
market
5.7.1 Precondition prioritization
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5.7.2
5.7.3 Consequence prioritization
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5.8
Appendix 3 – Division of responses based on the background
of respondents

This chapter presents the responses relating to Nordic market divided by using the background
information of respondents. ....

5.9
5.10

Technology perspective

5.10.1 Primary technology
1. NORDIC MARKET - Primary technology [1.1 When will large-scale energy storages be deployed in
the MV/LV networks? (with the exception of hydropower)]

- 85 -

1. NORDIC MARKET - Primary technology [1.2 When will renewable energy production (intermittent
generation e.g. wind power and solar energy) exceed 15% limit of the total average generation?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Primary technology [1.3 When will FACTS-devices (STATCOM, SVC etc.) be
utilized in MV networks in order to enhance power quality?]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Primary technology [1.4 When will DC power distribution be both technically
and economically viable solution in MV or LV networks on large scale? ]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Primary technology [1.5 When will it be possible to update and dynamically
add some additional functionalities (e.g. new protection algorithms, monitoring) to MV substations? ]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Primary technology [1.6 When will new MV distribution networks under construction stage be constructed in a way that they are utilizing mostly different kind of cabling methods?]

5.10.2
5.10.3 Network operation and planning
2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.1 When will fault locating, isolation and
restoration be fully automated without control room intervention? (self-healing grid feature)]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.2 When will local island operation be technically and practically feasible?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.3 When will network protection & control be
adaptive along the whole network?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.4 When will network operation include full
observability and controllability of the LV network through the Smart Meters or advanced equipment
in the secondary substations (MV/LV transformers)?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.5 When will "condition based maintenance"
be a widely used maintenance method for assets in the network?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.6 When will "real-time" collection and
analysis of Smart Meter data take place in order to support network functions?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.7 When will voltage and VAR regulation be
deployed in both MV and LV networks? (to support network management)]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.8 When will dynamic line ratings be used in
the MV networks?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.9 When will intelligent charging of EVs or
PHEVs used in order to support network management?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.10 When will EV batteries be used as energy storages or energy sources in the grid operation?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Network operation and planning [2.11 When will power quality (voltage quality)
in LV networks or in customer interfaces be managed by the DSOs and customers together? (e.g.
using power electronics)]
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5.10.4 IT and ICT
3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.1 When will two-way communication infrastructure be available
throughout the whole network allowing advanced monitoring?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.2 When will fast two-way communication be available throughout
the whole network allowing communication based protection schemes in MV grid?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.3 When will home energy management / home automation / building automation be a standard equipment in new constructions?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.4 When will DSO's control centre information systems be integrated with service companies (construction, maintenance, market players, aggregators, etc.) in
"real-time" basis in order to improve day-to-day operation?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.5 When will "cloud computing" be applied in distribution network
management?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.6 When will IEC-61850 (or similar standard) be widely adopted in
order to control the increasing amount of DER?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.7 When there will be a standard solution (e.g. CIM) for the integration of electricity company IT-systems?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - IT and ICT [3.8 When will every electricity equipment have individual IP- number and local embedded intelligence?]
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5.11

Electricity market perspective

5.11.1 Demand side management
1. NORDIC MARKET - Demand side management [1.1 When will demand side management be a
widely used method by the DSOs?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Demand side management [1.2 When will elasticity of demand (demand response) have a great impact on market price and on management of power balance?]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Demand side management [1.3 When will distributed generation have a great
impact on market price and on management of power balance?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Demand side management [1.4 When will customer interface enable the control
of customer owned active resources (load, production, storage, compensation devices, etc.) which
makes possible to realize demand response and to manage power flows in the supplying network
side?]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Demand side management [1.5 When will price signals be seen and reacted in
"real-time" on all levels by all market participants?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Demand side management [1.6 When will hourly-based tariffs be implemented?]
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5.11.2 Market development
2. NORDIC MARKET - Market development [2.1 When there will be European level electricity market
and a common European wide market model?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Market development [2.2 When will an aggregator be a commonly used market
player besides the retailer?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Market development [2.3 When will market simulation tools be used for grid
planning and real-time system security on European level?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - Market development [2.4 When will electricity consumption of industrial customers start to decrease?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - Market development [2.5 When will electricity consumption of residential customers start to decrease?]

5.11.3

- 103 -

5.11.4 Market services
3. NORDIC MARKET - Market services [3.1 When will distribution network become a market place
which offers flexible interface for customers to buy or sell electrical energy and commercial and
technical ancillary services for all market participants?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - Market services [3.2 When will more than 80% of network customers have
hourly read Smart Meters enabling new ancillary services?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - Market services [3.3 When will the charging infrastructure for electric vehicles
be widely deployed?]

3. Nordic Market - Market services [3.4 When will feed-in-tariff or green certificate for small-scale renewable generation for anyone be available?]
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5.11.5 Other general questions
4. NORDIC MARKET - Other general questions [4.1 When will regulation models include incentives
for innovative grid investments and network development?]

4. NORDIC MARKET - Other general questions [4.2 When will energy efficiency requirements (reduced losses) be implemented for the DSOs?]
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4. NORDIC MARKET - Other general questions [4.3 When will we see regional requirements on power
balance management and power quality?]

4. NORDIC MARKET - Other general questions [4.4 When will personal integrity issues be a major
obstacle for Smart Grids development?]
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5.12 End-user perspective – Nordic and Continental European
market
5.12.1 Quality of service and demand response
1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.1 When will the maximum allowed
outage time go below 6 hours / annum?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.2 When will customer have a possibility to choose an uninterruptible power supply? (i.e. local energy storages)]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.3 When will a significant portion of
network customers use a demand response service or product?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.4 When will a significant amount of
heat pumps respond to electricity prices?]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.5 When will residential electricity
heating be directly controlled by retailers and how will the consumers benefit from that, please answer on the comment box below?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.6 When will electricity consumers
get financial benefit by lowering their load based on demand response?]
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1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.7 When will "home energy management systems" be implemented in more than 20% of the private homes?]

1. NORDIC MARKET - Quality of service and demand response [1.8 When will time-of-use tariffs (day
and night or similar) increase again?]
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5.12.2 DG production and electric vehicles
2. NORDIC MARKET - DG production and electric vehicles [2.1 When will more than 5% of customers
have small-scale generation deployed in their premises?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - DG production and electric vehicles [2.2 When will private customers act on
the balance power market and thus be exposed to real-time prices?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - DG production and electric vehicles [2.3 When will demand (power) based tariffs be used by more than 5% of the private customers?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - DG production and electric vehicles [2.4 When will electric cars be a realistic
alternative for private customers?]
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2. NORDIC MARKET - DG production and electric vehicles [2.5 When will electrical vehicle be a
status symbol?]

2. NORDIC MARKET - DG production and electric vehicles [2.6 When will end-users have possibilities
to use the EVs as an energy storages in their premises?]
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5.12.3 Energy efficiency and sustainability
3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.1 When will private customers buy customized energy efficiency services on large scale?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.2 When will corporate customers buy
customized energy efficiency services on large scale?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.3 When will more than 80% of all network customers have access to their hourly consumption reports?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.4 When will new constructions be zero
energy buildings?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.5 When will first energy communities be
created?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.6 When will end users have a good understanding of their energy usage and it’s economic and environmental impacts?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.7 When will CO2 emissions influence on
private customers choice of energy supply?]
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3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.8 When will CO2 emissions influence on
corporate customers choice of energy supply?]

3. NORDIC MARKET - Energy efficiency and sustainability [3.9 When will an individual person have
own CO2 emission balance?]
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5.13

Appendix 4 – Own questions determined by the respondents

Technology (Nordic Market)
2020 ->

When will electric car (PHEV and EV) sales exceed 10 % annual car sales?

2020 ->

When will we be metering most customers kWh/15 min?

2017-2019

When will dynamic demand response of small customers be implemented in large
scale?

2020 ->

When do you think the percentage of renewable technologies in the electrical energy
production in the north Europe will exceed 40 %?

2020 ->

When will DSOs be ready to connect RES on large scale?

2014-2016

When will meshed or closed ring MV networks become viable solutions?

2017-2019

When will different kinds of customer-end energy management systems utilising information of the load demand, local generation, storages and state of the supplying
power system and market situation be commercially available and taken into use?

2017-2019

Will communication for the above be mainly based on dedicated Access Networks
(e.g. to secondary substations or other remote sites) or on public access networks
(Access Networks e.g. build with DSL, 3GPP radio, direct Fiber)? - Metro Area Networks and WANs are not in question here!

"never"

When will superconducting cables be widely used in electricity transmission or distribution?

2017-2019

When will network operations have tools for dynamic balancing of loads on network
depending on temperature on cables

2017-2019

When will MV networks be operated with closed loops instead of open loops?

2020 ->

When do you think the amount of electrical interruptions will be less than half compared with the current situation.

2017-2019

When will automated decentralised DS operation make 50% of the total control effort
(Control center plus Decentralised)?

2017-2019

When will SMI be widely used?

2020 ->

When will the amount of money used for IT-infrastructure exceed the amount of
money used for network hardware?

2020 ->

When will the first major cyber attack hit an DSO
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2014-2016

When will CIM and ESB enable SOA for DSOs

2014-2016

When will public communication providers adopt their Access Networks (in the above
sense) to higher DSO-type reliability requirements (e.g. batttery back-up, dedicated
power supply to support black start)?"

Technology (Continental European Market)
2020 ->

When will the Desertec power plant be in operation?

2017-2019

When will we be meetering most customers kWh/15 min

2020 ->

When do you think the percentage of renewable technologies in the electrical energy
production in the middle and south Europe will exceed 50 %.

2017-2019

Will communication for the above be mainly based on dedicated Access Networks
(e.g. to secondary substations or other remote sites) or on public access networks
(Access Networks e.g. build with DSL, 3GPP radio, direct Fiber)? - Metro Area Networks and WANs are not in question here!

"never"

when will this questionaire end?

2020 ->

When will network operations have tools for dynamic balancing of loads on network
depending on temperature on cables

2014-2016

When will MV networks be operated with closed loops instead of open loops?

2020 ->

When do you think the amount of electrical interruptions will be less than half compared with the current situation.

2017-2019

When will automated decentralised DS operation make 50% of the total control effort
(Control center plus Decentralised)?

-2013

When will IT system error cause a major black out?

2017-2019

When will the first major cyber attack hit an DSO

2017-2019

When will CIM and ESB enable SOA for DSOs

2014-2016

When will public communication providers adopt their Access Networks (in the above
sense) to higher DSO-type reliability requirements (e.g. batttery back-up, dedicated
power supply to support black start)?"
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Market development and End-user perspective
2020 ->

When will virtual DSM enter the regulating power market?

2017-2019

When will home automation be widely used?

2017-2019

When will we have emergency demand response with LV customer?

2020 ->

When will the market based utilization of DER (controllable loads, distributed generation etc.. ) be possible in a large scale for different market parties such as aggregators and electricity retailer's.

2020 ->

When will it become common that many customers sell DG electricity to grid?

2020 ->

When residential distributed generation starts to have significant impact (decrease)
on grid supplied electricity

2020 ->

When will customers commonly rely on home automation to automatically control
their electricity consuming?

2014-2016

Green certificates are available already today in Sweden - also for small units.

2020 ->

When will EV became popular among normal people?
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5.14

Appendix 5 –Rationales given by the respondents

Technology perspective
Primary technology (Nordic market)
Battery technology needs improvements, therefore late
Government subsidies will fasten the development, but my number might be a bit optimistic
Pilots can be really soon, but I believe large scale deployment takes time
Technically it can be really soon, but the economic part will take time
Adding is easy, but testing&verification difficult, still i think technical solutions will exist soon
Question 1.4 is debatable. Certainly, DC power distribution will find its niche, but it's highly unlikely
that it will become predominant.
FACTS-devices are used nowadays, but Full Power Converter can do the same where FACTS are
used! There is no need to use FACTS in all cases.
DC is already in use, I believe that some pilots and tests can be made during next years.
Cabling is possible, but not realistic. Costs are always higher in cables. Depends a lot of a way
how faults can bring costs for DSOs.
In practice all these question require such (technical and market) knowledge that I do not consider
to possess - thus my responses would be distorting your end results. Therefore cannot respond,
sorry!
Large scale energy storage in LV grid is an oxymoron. LV grids could use small scale energy storage at some point - especially for power quality issues, less likely for energy storage unless EVs
are included. And does hydropower include pumped hydro power?
What is the cost of implementing all of this technology into the network? And whom will pay for it?
What is the real benefit for a normal customer?

Network operation and planning (Nordic market)
2.1: We are already piloting this, and many others too.
2.2: Technical solutions exist already, but large scale deployment perhaps never happens
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2.3: This is a big subject, what all will be adaptive? Changing setting groups can happen fast, but
really editing setting values will take more time
2.4&2.5: Investigated in SGEM, delployment expected after that
2.6.: Again a big topic, but on some level it is already used
2.8: DLR is so marginal, that it will not come soon
2.9&2.10: integration of EV to network balancing will take time"
AMM meters will be installed at 2014 as act for hourly metering requires. This makes DSO also to
develop methods to utilise metering data in as many ways as possible to get full payback for investment.
Dynamic line ratings will not be relevant for most of the MV network in Nordics for long time. Dimensioning principles have been historically such that cable load ratings are usually not bottleneck. However, in the most dense city areas it may be relevant and could be taken into use even
with short notice. Also in some HV lines, dynamic rating could be relevant to use.
EV related questions depend completely on political approach in different countries. E.g. in Norway
the share of EVs is increasing rapidly just because government is supporting them strongly. In
Finland situation seem to be very weak and it can't be expected that EVs will become more common rapidly.
Power quality management in LV networks will most probably become common when share of
microproduction increase to significant level. That will happen after 2020 in Nordic markets.
Question 2.10 - it is rather hard to answer this clearly as we don't know how the battery technologies will advance. With the current price/capacity ratio, there's no way this is happening on a large
scale.
Local island operations can be tested and they can be used, but large scale use of island operation
wouldn´t be so common.
Power quality can be managed by customers and DSO:s quite soon, but it require full power converters to be connected in a grid interface. Maybe some use cases and pilot areas will be in use."
It's uncertain whether to answer when things will be first tested, when commercial operation starts
or when it's wide scale. I took the middle road.

IT and ICT (Nordic market)
3.2&3.5: So many other things with higher prio needed before
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When there is asked something related "throughout the whole network" it will always take time.
None has money to make rapidly such a vast investment what it requires to change whole system.
It's of course also question of benefits but related to questions above, it's hard to believe that payback would be really remarkable.
The questionnaire contains a lot of radical questions. Words like "every", "full" "entirely" are too
strong. Even though 'high' penetration of some technologies is possible, 100% adoption would take
much longer and maybe overshadowed by a new competing technology in future.
Does 3.8 mean also transfer to IPv6? That is very hard to predict, because the main barriers are
business based and commercial and the technical.

Primary technology (Continental European Market)
General: amount of DG will grow much faster in Central Europe, and this will increase the demand
for new solutions earlier than in Nordic markets
Especially in Germany they will probably have big challenges to maintain system stability and that
makes them to introduce some energy storage technologies. Due to weak transmission connections, it's not either possible to get enough balancing power from e.g. Nordic countries.
The questionnaire is too long - it might scare off some respondents.

Network operation and planning (Continental European Market)
General: amount of DG will grow much faster in Central Europe, and this will increase the demand
for new solutions earlier than in Nordic markets. The network will be run closer to it's limits, with
less margin than in Nordic countries
Development in continent Europe is difficult to prognose and it will in any case take place with very
different time schedules in differet countries.
2.2 Does this mean parts of the distribution networks of networks of the customers, or both? The
answer depends on the location, size of an island and the importance of loads. There are cases
where it is already.
2.6 Varies from country to country. Also automatic large scale real time analysis comes several
years after the collection is fully implemented

Electricity market perspective
Demand side management (Nordic market)
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It may be that demand response, if understood as possibility for DSO to control customer active
resources, will come very fast popular. That kind of services will be offered within few years but
probably customers won't take that possibility very widely into use.
Hourly-based tariffs will come soon after AMM meters.
Tuntitason päivittäinen tieto sähkön kulutuksesta ja todelliseen kulutukseen perustuva laskutus (ei
siis tasalaskut/tasauslasku) ohjaa jo sellaisenaan sähkön kulutusta ja seurantaa ilman, että tariffeja
muutettaisiin.
Customer interface enabling DR already exist.
Real-time price signals viewed by all market participants could possibly bring system instability
issues.
Most questions impossible to respond due to insufficient amount of knowledge
1.5&1.6 Never for households
Q1.6: To what extent will hourly based tariffs reduce my personal freedom of choosing, for example, when I do my laundry?

Market development (Nordic market)
2.1 2030 - 2040...
2.2 The Retailer will probably take on the role as Aggregator in the same way as the Retailermost
often have the role as Balance Responsible (BR) today. BR can be a thrid party, but the Retailers
have better preconditions to take on that role... Same logic can be applied for the DSO, if the future regulation will admit the DSO to take up that role. "
Residential customer electricity consumption will not decrease for long time if EVs become common.
En usko sähkön kulutuksen vähenemiseen vaan enemmänkin kulutuspiikkien tasaukseen reaaliaikaisen kulutustiedon ja siihen liittyvän hintamekanismin perusteella. Jos sähkön oma tuotanto
kasvaa ( mikä pohjolan oloissa voi olla haasteellista), niin sitä käytettäisiin korvaamaan muu sähkön tuotanto.
Toivottavasti teollisuuden sähkön käyttö ei vähene vähenevän teollisuuden takia (mistä on kyllä jo
merkkejä).
In my opinion, the aggregator has to be a retailer. It is thus a sub-category, it will not be besides
the retailer.
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2.2 Some retailers, BRP:s and ESCOs are already aggregators. But having a separate aggregator
player feasible requires much development of the market rules etc. and even then tends to have a
weaker position than competing more bundled aggregators. I do not see any reason why there
should be separate aggregators. Thus I would vote after 2020 for a separate aggregator player.
2.3 How commonly?
2.4 and 2.5 When and where electricity prices increase much."
2.5 Depends on the penetration of electric vehicles

Market services (Nordic market)
3.3 Judging from the turn over ratio of the Nordic car fleet, - arund 2030...
Tekniset mahdollisuudet on olemassa. Kyse on enemmänkin regulaattoreista ja kannattavista business malleista.
I do not see individual customers acting on a DSO level market.

Other general questions (Nordic market)
Regulation models have already today good incentives to improve reliability and that's one motivator for making innovative investments. Probably requlation models will develop into direction that
instead of reliability, regulator will evaluate customer satisfaction and reliability is only a part of that.
Then also incentives will be given to improve customer satisfaction as a whole and it gives motivation for even more innovative investments. Instead, it's highly unlikely that regulator would give any
incentives to use more innovative technology as such. There must be some added value to customers as well.
Mitä kysymyksellä 4.4 haetaan? (The definition of personal integrity is when a person's thoughts,
equals their words, and both their thoughts and words equal their deeds.)
Most questions impossible to respond due to insufficient amount of knowledge

Demand side management (Continental European market)
For Demand Response we have to differentiatie between the applications. I don't see it for normal
households (e.g. washign machines, ...), only for larger loads like heating, cooling, factories, facilities.
1.3 renewables or distributed?
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1.4 varies with the size of consumption etc.
1.6 for small customers
all questions impossible to respond due to insufficient amount of knowledge relating to target countries
1.5&1.6 Never for households

Market development (Continental European market)
2.4 Consumtion already vary today due to the European economic situation and world wide boom
vs recesion... Hard to predict a point in time were a general trend of decreased consumption occur
due to energy efficiency alone... ( if possible at all ?)

Market services (Continental European market)
The distribution network itself will not become the market place. The market place will be separate
from the distribution network. I also don't see that normal households will directly particiapte in
such a market place.
Smart Meter deployment will depend on the country. In Germany it will be later.

End user perspective
Quality of service and demand response (Nordic market)
1.5 In normal situations only heating systems with heat storage (hot water tank) will be controlled,
this way the heating load can be shifted to cheaper time. During severe power shortages also the
direct electric heating could be controlled to avoid the total loss of electricity.
I believe that it will be voluntary for the consumers to give the direct control ability to the retailers.
The benefit for the customers will probably be some sort of discount in the electricity / heat bill.
1.5 Electrical energy costs will decrease
1.5. By new tariffs
1.2 doesn't this exist already? Industries and hospitals etc. have these kind of contracts , no? If the
queastion refer to residential customers it should be specific on this. If my guess is beyond 2020
due to price of battery capacity.
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1.3, 1.4 Significant in what respect? No. of cusomers per se or representing aggregated power or
energy that influence the power market in some respect? And if so in what respect?
1.5 This will be technical available before 2020, but business viabel after 2020. Customer benefit in
terms of reduces ""CAPEX"" i.e. reduced investment in new boiler when teh old beakes down, and
increased comfort in terms of less maintenance. Reduced cost will not be a customer benefit - thus
the long time perspecitve.
1.5 By reduced energy cost
residential electricity heating is controlled by home automations. Home automations can control its
electricity usage based on price signal. As a result, costumers get lower electricity bill
In practice it's impossible to follow rule that ""interruption over X hours are not allowed"". This has
been seen e.g. in Sweden and thus the question is irrelevant. More probable is that there will more
incentives and fines related to reliability.
What's the point in question 1.4? Why heat pump should react on electricity price? Isn't the idea of
heat pump that it will always (within certain temperature range) produce heat more efficiently than
e.g. electric radiator?
If electric heating is controlled by retailer, the logic must be that retailer can reduce his business
risk and because of that, he gives discount to customer. However, other option is that retailers use
dynamic pricing and/or send price signals and customers control their loads themselves. This may
be more relevant scenario because probably most customers want to be ""masters in their own
house"" and don't like to give control to retailer.
Depends what ""home energy management system"" means here? Simple systems can become
common earlier but it will take time for more advanced systems.
In general development of all services and products related to demand side management depend
on what kind of benefit customers will get. Thus it's very much question of electricity prices and
costs of the demand side management solutions. Energy companies will most probably introduce
hourly pricing and dynamic tariffs as soon as there are markets for them so it's not a bottleneck. "
Lämmityksen säätelyn täytyy näkyä sähkön hinnassa, jos sillä voidaan tasata kalliisiin energiapiikkeihin varautumista. Talvella voi tosin olla haasteellista.
1.2 Customers can already purchase local energy storage or local DG if they wish so.
1.5 We already have a SGEM pilot doing just that. Customers could benefit from reduced electricity
rates or a reduction of their bill.
1.8 I think that all tariffs will go up in a near future.
1.1 What is the penalty for the DSO for exceeding this maximum?
1.2 Other than TOU.
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1.5 via slightly lowered costs
1.8 Does this mean that the tariffs are increased or the price difference is increased or the number
of TOU consumers in TOU tariffs increases? The tariffs will keep on increasing but the price difference and the number of static TOU cusotmers never increese significantly.
1.5 from 2017 onwards, probably at latest 2019 for large consumers (load time-shift). Customers
can have savings in electricity bills (as a consequence of time-shift in form of decreased network
tariff and real-time market price signals)
1.6 For example, service relays.
reduced price for electricity and less outages.
many questions are such ones that they require actions from business players (distributors) e.g.
having financial benefits could be implemented very fast if companies are willing to do so, however, I am bit sceptical
Also consumers' adoption times are very likely rather slow - there are sunk costs and existing investments that should be replaced - a regular consumer is pretty money-wise in these decisions"
1.5 The benefit for the customer could be cheaper price of electricity and possible even free of
charge distribution fee.
Getting some compensation in their electricity bills.
To 1.5: Heat demand varies according to the size of estate, so every estate should always have an
individual heat control system.
1.5 Residents are likely not to compromise house heating, even for short periods of time.
Consumers probably want to make sure that their houses keep warm during winter and are resilient to keep the control in their own hands. The education concerning heat control from retailers
side will take some time, but it will make the load curve more steady. The network investment costs
decrease and the customer pays less for distribution services.
1.5: Consumer are selling "negawats", they are paid according to the load curtailed.
Q1.5: The customer will not benefit from this.
Retailers can offer significantly lower prices for those end-users allowing direct control of electric
heating.
1.5: Customers benefit primarily by increased supply availability and secondarily by their expenses
Heating control should be compensated with price reduction !
lower prices
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Complement to question 1.5: fixed compensations
Financial benefit - share of earnigs
Customers will benefit from avoided grid investments, optimized functionality and lower energy
cost due to a dynamic price.

DG production and electric vehicles (Nordic market)
2.2 connected to question 1.5 above. But customers will not perceive the connection to teh balance
market. That connection and benefit will be handled by the retailer transferred to the customter
through comfort benefits... This part of the power market is to complicated for end-user interface,
but it enabels positive margins for retailers and thus end-user contracts
In Nordics small-scale generation in customer premises won't become easily common because
almost only solution is solar PV. Regarding that development looks such that it will be profitable in
Nordics only close to 2020. This naturally depends on how electricity prices develop.
In Norway EV is realistic alternative for private customer already today. It's all about political choices.
Sähkön tosiapohjainen/aikainen hinnoittelu on vaikea poliittinen kysymys, joten ehkä se ei tapahdu
koskaan kylmässä pohjolassa.
2.2 Not private customers directly, but via an aggregator.
2.2 Private customers will not act on the balance market directly but via aggregators
2.3 I do not understand this question. Distribution tariffs? Depends on the development of regulation, Is fuze size demand based tariff?
2.4 depends on where and for what kind of needs, hybrid or electrcity only.
Adoption of EVs depends heavily on policy-decisions: if they will be supported (i.e. tax reductions),
then adoption may increase - otherwise it will remain very marginal

Energy efficiency and sustainability (Nordic market)
3.5 What is ""first energy "" communities?
3.7 and 3.8 it already does for some (very few) customers..., Private customers due to personal
conviction and commercial/industry customers for market (brand) reasons.
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If the question refer to a majority or 100% of customers, or to a sufficient number of costomers to
influence profitabliity on fossil generation or something, it need to be refrased... And automaticaly
it will be more difficult to answer..
Large customers use energy efficiency services widely already today.
There exist already today examples of ""energy communities"".
CO2 emissions have influence of private customers choice of energy of supply even today.
Kysymys 3.2: Schneider tarjoaa jo palveluna esim. markettien energian kulutuksen tehostamista.
3.7 and 3.8 : Some already do.
3.5 Are there already? What does energy community mean here?
3.6 In terms of numbers of energy consumers. In terms of energy consupmtion maybe 2020
3.7 -3.9 The main problem is poor accuracy of the information and more or less misleading marketing

Quality of service and demand response (Continental European market)
I don't think this will significantly differ from Scandinavian countries
1.5 Electrical energy costs will decrease
1.2, 1.5 see comment on corresponding answer for thh Nordic market
The use of electrical heating will depend on the country. Control will be simple like today's
day/night tariffs. Consumers willl have cost benefits.
Electricity heating is most common in Nordic Countries, not in central European countries
To 1.5: Heat demand varies according to the size of estate, so every estate should always have an
individual heat control system.
1.5 Residents are likely not to compromise house heating, even for short periods of time.
1.5: Lower electricity prices
1.5 Focusing a bit on Germany, heat storage heating was already popular around the 70´s, due to
cheap nuclear power, but pure electrical heating is not popular any more. Electrical Heat Pumps
took over that role, being controlled individually by the DSO via GSM.

DG production and electric vehicles (Continental European market)
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I don't think this will significantly differ from Scandinavian countries
2.2 see comment on corresponding answer for thh Nordic market

Energy efficiency and sustainability (Continental European market)
I don't think this will significantly differ from Scandinavian countries
3.5 what is ""first energy"" communities?
3.7, 3.8 See corresponding answer for Nordic market.
none, puh, done...

Preconditions for Smart Grid development (Nordic market)
Main thing is the communication, then the automation to utilize it. I believe EV is still a smal thing,
and not critical for Smart Grid Development
ICT is the tool and enabler of the smart grid. The business case for EVs is a problem and we have
network capacity and especially if we shall meet the 202020 targets.
Automaatio ja sitä tukeva tietoliikenne (ICT) on edellytys muiden asioiden kustannustehokkaalle
toteutukselle.
Em. asioilla lienee myös tekninen riippuvuus toisistaan. Esim. vaikka sähköautot olisivat tärkein
juttu, niin muut asiat sitä varten pitää olla ensin kunnossa.
IT and communication system is a clear precondition for Smart Grid development. Then there
should be advanced technology like AMRs, remote controlled grid elements etc. supported by the
ICT. DG connections and network capacity are connected with each other, but more important is to
allow the connections and create standards. EVs are more in the future, but also a important part
as an enabler for future development.
What should be here is whether investments in smart distribution grid make sense in comparison
to the benefits. Or should the smartness be just in the applications.
It is a bit hard to compare enablers (e.g. AMR) and drivers (e.g. DG connection) as preconditions.

Consequences of Smart Grid development (Nordic market)
Efficiency I see as the most important aspect. Sustainable development is at this very moment not
so high, but I think it will play a big role.
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Smart Gridissäkin pitää jakelun luotettavuus ja sähkön laatu olla tärkeitä tavoitteita.
Niitä on ajateltu tuettavan DR yms. kuluttajille suunnatuilla palveluilla ja vaihtoehdoilla (eli johtaako
DR automaatisesti luotettavampaanj akeluun ja parempaan laatuun).
Kulutuksen monitorointia on myös 2.3:ssa esim.
Hiilipäästöt lienevät tärkein syy uudistuksiin EU:n taholta"
I think that the main reason to have smart grids is to allow an increased share of distributed generation. That is why I think that it should be the most important consequence.
2.3 Customer awareness is less important than participation.
The most important is customer participation in the market, enabling new services. Reliability is a
basic need in modern society. Energy efficiency should be enhanced which also increases sustainable development. Power quality is already quite good in the Nordic areas, therefore it is the
least important. It can be also enhanced locally by power electronics.
I believe 2.3 and 2.4 are just means to an end. The rationale for these should be a decrease in
electricity costs in relation to the additional participatory burden for consumers.
2.2 depends on the customer type.
2.5. is difficult to contextualize. Smart distribution grid is only a small factor affecting the uptake of
low-CO2 energy sources.
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5.15 Appendix 6 – Smart Grids Roadmap of different perpectives
5.15.1 Nordic Market Area
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5.15.2 Continental European Market Area
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5.16

Appendix 7 – Combined Roadmaps

5.16.1 Nordic Market
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5.16.2 Continental European Market
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